Hello...or你好。

Welcome to the tenth edition of the College of William & Mary's Office of Economic Development newsletter - CONNECTIVITY. In this issue you will explore the vast reaches of international education at William & Mary.

Daily, we see signs that remind us that we live in a global society. Organizations of all shapes and sizes look for opportunities to partner with foreign entities. Institutions of higher education are no different. This is certainly the case for William & Mary.

Many of these efforts are coordinated by the Reves Center for International Studies. The center plays a key role in oversight of study abroad programs, providing services for international students and scholars, and supporting faculty international research. It is the epicenter of “all things international” at the university.

In 2010-11, 557 William & Mary Students studied abroad, and there were 473 international students and scholars at the College (representing 62 countries). Our students, faculty, and staff are taking deliberate steps to have a global impact. If the world is truly flat as suggested by bestselling author Thomas Friedman, William & Mary is excelling in its role of scholarship, teaching, and research to show people how to get from Point A to Point B in an effective way.

To borrow from the final words of the College of William & Mary Vision Statement, “People come to William & Mary wanting to change the world—and we do.”

We hope you enjoy reading CONNECTIVITY. We are also interested in hearing your feedback about this newsletter and on ways the Office of Economic Development and Technology & Business Center can better serve you. Fill out our contact card to let us know your thoughts. We look forward to hearing from you!

Thanks,

Leonard Sledge
Director
Office of Economic Development
lsledge@wm.edu
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William & Mary Opens Confucius Institute
The College of William & Mary officially opened its Confucius Institute. “The William & Mary Confucius Institute will contribute significantly to the study of Chinese language and culture at our university and throughout the region,” said President Taylor Reveley. READ MORE

W&M Chancellor Makes The Case For International Education
In a speech at the world’s largest gathering of international educators, William & Mary Chancellor Robert M. Gates ’65 said the United States’ top diplomatic tool is global education. READ MORE

W&M Study Abroad: Transformative Summer Semester
For many William & Mary students, the most intense semester of the year is summer. They are studying abroad—struggling with languages, with nuances of cultures and, perhaps, with what it means to be a person of privilege in this world. This year, 300 of them will be studying in 32 locations across six continents. None of them will return the same. READ MORE

Math Department Furthers Partnership With ‘Sister University’
The University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (UESTC) and William & Mary’s math department are partnering to collaborate in research and promote exchanges between undergraduates and faculty of both universities. READ MORE

Social Entrepreneurs-In-Training Want To Make A Difference—And A Living
The Millennials, students born between 1980 and 1996, are gathered at William & Mary’s Mason School of Business for the first annual social entrepreneurship conference. They are tackling some of the world’s most vexing problems. Malaria in Africa. Water shortages in dry land countries. READ MORE

Sledge Takes Helm Of State Economic Development Officers Group
William & Mary’s Director of Economic Development Leonard Sledge has been named chair of Virginia’s University-Based Economic Development (UBED) Officer’s Group. READ MORE